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ABSTRACT
For intelligent conversational agents to speak about albums of im-
ages with users as humans do, they must be able to make sense
of images as humans do. Computer vision methods can report di-
rectly observable information, but human beings care about more
than the directly observable; they value holistic narratives that
include affective and motivational evaluations, casual connections,
and other inferred relationships from external knowledge. Drawing
from theories in cognitive sensemaking and narrative coherence,
we propose an approach for image sequence understanding that
strives to generate and evaluate hypotheses about the relationships
between people, events, and objects in images using commonsense
knowledge, which are formed into a consistent network of hypothe-
ses and observed facts via multi-objective optimization. The result
is an enriched knowledge representation in the form of a knowledge
graph which may later be used by a conversational agent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Popular image sharing services, such as Facebook, Google+, and
Imgur, contain features that automatically organize and display im-
age sets to users communicating something of interest. For example,
Facebook assembles "friendship anniversary" albums showing a
history of photos where mutual friends appear together. In order
for a conversational agent to talk about albums of images with
users as humans do, they must be able to make sense of and under-
stand the images. Computer vision can assist with this, identifying
directly observable aspects of an image. However, when humans
look at visual scenes, they do not only see a cascade of direct ob-
servations. Rather, from a cascade of observations, people glean
something more meaningful - a holistic account of what they have
observed with affective and motivational evaluations, casual con-
nections, inferred events, external actors, and concepts from prior
knowledge. These are the underpinnings of narrative, one of the
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oldest methods by which humans have traditionally exchanged in-
formation and an inherent component of the way humans organize
knowledge [1, 3, 10].

Sensemaking is the process of creating consistency and coher-
ence between observations in the environment and a person’s ex-
isting knowledge of the world, expanding one’s understanding of
both. People seek explanations even if they do not have the most
accurate understanding of the information they encounter, in which
case the best strategy is to integrate the information they encounter
with prior knowledge and prior inferences as consistently as they
can [15]. An important part of sensemaking is the formation of
connections, such as those between people, places, and events [6, 7],
as well as the creation of a representation for the information so
that one may form and evaluate hypotheses to expand one’s under-
standing [8, 13].

We propose a system to support conversational agents that
discuss images with people by using a computational narrative
sensemaking process. The system strives to generate and evaluate
hypotheses about the relationships between people, events, and
objects in images using commonsense knowledge, which is then
formed into a consistent network of hypotheses and observed facts
via multi-objective optimization. The result is an enriched knowl-
edge representation in the form of a knowledge graph which can
be used by a conversational agent.

2 NARRATIVE SENSEMAKING SYSTEM
The system proposed here generates knowledge graph represen-
tations from image sequences by adding narrative coherence con-
nections to observational information through a computational
sensemaking process. The input is a sequence of images. The out-
put is a knowledge graph. As per the definition of narrative, i.e. a
sequence of events that are causally or sequentially related [10],
the generated knowledge graph strives to not only describe what
can be observed in the images, but also provide information for a
reasonable narrative of why those events happened.

Observations of image sequences take the form of scene graphs -
semantic representation of the objects in an image and the relation-
ships between them. The Visual Genome Dataset acts as this sys-
tem’s corpus of human-written scene graphs [9], though methods
exist for automatic scene graph generation [16]. The Sensemaking
subsystem speculates additional information about the images in
the sequence by generating and evaluating hypotheses about addi-
tional connections within their scene graphs. Sensemaking is done
in two steps: Hypothesis Generation and Hypothesis Evaluation.

Hypothesis Generation. Hypothesis generation represents wide
speculation about possible relationships between nodes in the scene
graph drawn from commonsense knowledge. ConceptNet is used
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Figure 1: Architecture for proposed system.

as a commonsense knowledge network, with generic concepts as
nodes and relationships between concepts as edges. The types of
relationships hypothesized are those used in narrative coherence,
which, from studies on narrative coherence found in human-made
narratives, can be categorized as spatial, temporal, causal, referential,
and affective (emotional/motivational) [4, 5, 11, 12]. ConceptNet
uses a discrete set of relationship types, which are mapped to the
elements of narrative coherence categorized above.

To generate hypotheses, scene graph nodes are equated with
their corresponding ConceptNet concept. Paths between concepts
that consist of ConceptNet Relations are taken as hypothesized
relationships between the scene graph nodes corresponding to
those concepts.

Hypothesis Evaluation. The hypothesis generation process spec-
ulates an over-generated set of possible connections to add to the
system’s knowledge representation. Because these hypotheses are
not necessarily consistent with each other, only a limited number
will be kept.

We cast the problem of choosing which hypotheses to keep
as a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP). We define the
problem as finding the hypothesis set or sets, ℎ𝑚 , that results in
the highest score for a set of objective functions, 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥), where each
hypothesis set is part of the set of feasible hypothesis sets 𝐻𝑓 :

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑚1 (𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)) |ℎ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐻𝑓 (1)
A feasible hypothesis set is one which satisfies each constraint

in the system, described later.
Three objective functions are used - connectivity (𝑓1), density

(𝑓2), and support (𝑓3). Connectivity is the minimum number of
nodes that must be removed from a graph for it to be separated into
independent subgraphs. High connectivity promotes relationships
across sections of the knowledge graph which are sparsely inter-
connected, such as those formed from individual scene graphs for
each image, and between stranded or sparsely connected individual
nodes and the rest of the graph.

Density is the proportion of edges in the graph versus the maxi-
mum number of edges possible. High density promotes drawing
relationships between as many scene graph nodes as possible.

Support is the degree to which the hypotheses accepted by the
system are supported by their sources. Two sources of support

Figure 2: A sequence of images fromVisualGenome (top), ex-
cerpts of their scene graphs (middle), and aknowledge graph
with accepted hypotheses (bottom).

are ConceptNet edge weights, which reflect which relationships
are more certain, and duplicate label count in human-provided
VisualGenome annotations. For the system to accept hypotheses it
is more sure about, weak support should be penalized, while strong
support should be promoted. Total support is calculated as the sum
of the score of each piece of support for each hypothesis.

The constraints that will be used to check feasibility will be based
on a set of heuristics-based checks. Three checks for contradiction
and consistency are planned for initial implementation: Identity
(whether objects are consistently assigned is relationships across
scenes), Causal Ordering (as decided by the causally ordered re-
lationships in ConceptNet), and Emotional Valence (e.g. a person
cannot be both angry and happy at the same thing).

3 EXAMPLE
The example in Figure 2 is formed from an excerpt of the scene
graphs for a sequence of three images from Visual Genome. The
full scene graphs for all three images together contains 343 nodes,
of which there are 156 object or location nodes and 187 relationship
nodes. Paths of at most length 𝑛 = 2 are used to allow for at most
one intervening ConceptNet node in a path, preventing tangential
connections that result from longer paths. For the scene graphs
shown in the examples, about 7700 hypotheses were generated.

4 FUTUREWORK
Future work for this project is in two directions: implementation
of the proposed architecture into a full system using automated
scene graph generation methods [16] and knowledge graph-based
narrative generation [2, 14], and evaluating whether the informa-
tion introduced by the system is of value to people interacting with
images.
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